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Corporate Reporting
How Corporate Reporting is evolving in South Africa
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leaders are realising that being
accountable to stakeholders
and reporting on sustainability
is the right thing to do.
• An even larger number of
businesses are targeting the
many business-case benefits
that exist in the development
and leverage of a corporate
sustainability profile.

The Integrated and Sustainability
Reporting Handbook was launched
in 2014 and provides a context for
organisational reporting and assurance in South Africa and features
insights, discussions and information
that is directed at informing and
educating readers about:
•
•
•
•

Latest trends, developments
and requirements
Reporting platforms and systems
Reporting and assurance principles and objectives
Local and international reporting
stakeholders

•
•

Reporting organisations in South
Africa
The business case for reporting

Announcing the publication of
the Sustainability and Integrated
Reporting Handbook Volume II, 2015
Alive2green, in association with its
existing partners will publish Volume
II of the handbook for distribution
in May 2015 and is calling for input
from the following groups:
• Editorial contributors
• Distribution partners
• Advertisers
alive2green.com

More than 6000 executives and service
providers received the first volume of
the handbook and the second volume
distribution looks to exceed that by some 25%

2014

Driven primarily by an increasing
requirement for accountability and
transparency, corporate reporting is
evolving in order to be more relevant
for key stakeholder groups such as
investors, customers, suppliers and
industry. There are however various
forces at play:
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Some of the content
themes explored...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International and local updates and developments in sustainability and integrated reporting
Integrated thinking and integrated reporting
Value creation and shared value
GRI Guidelines
<IR> Framework
Sustainability marketing
Supply chain sustainability
Assurance of key data
Stakeholder engagement
Training
Carbon management
Value chain differentiation
SME reporting drivers and developments
King III

Advertisers, are you looking to reach
the following reader groups?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting executives and service
providers
Business owners, managers and
service providers (large/listed,
medium and SME)
Supply chain/ procurement managers
High LSM business executives who
are experienced and/or qualified
National and local government
ministers and managers
City managers and administrators
Investors, financial institution executives, fund managers
Industry association leaders and
administrators
Students and educators
NGO’s and activist organisations
Ambassadors and international
representatives in South Africa

Talk to us about the following options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Page Advert/Corporate Profile
R27 950
4 Page Profile 			
R49 950
8 Page Profile 			
R88 950
Inside Front Cover DPS 		
R49 950
Outside Back Cover 		
R49 950
Page Opposite Contents 		
R21 950
Page Opposite Foreword 		
R21 950
Inside Back Cover A5 		
R21 500
Inside Back Cover DPS 		
R46 950
sales@alive2green.com
021 447 4733
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Ernst Ligteringen
Chief Executive
Global Reporting Initiative

Like the perfectly cut diamond on this handbook’s
cover, a company’s ultimate worth rests on the
clarity it presents to its admirers and (potential)
interested parties. Flaws and impurities have to be
identified to provide a true valuation. Consequently,
shareholders, stakeholders and investors are now
demanding a high degree of transparency from the
companies and organisations they represent, and
are keen to recognise corporate personalities which
go beyond the glittering presentation of financial
facts and figures. Sustainability reporting makes a
major contributions in making these assessments.
According to the KPMG International Survey of
Corporate Responsibility Reporting 2013, over 90
percent of the world’s largest 250 companies now
issue a CR report, of which over 80 percent use
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability
Reporting Guidelines, G4. In short, sustainability
reporting has now become truly mainstream, with
GRI now providing the de facto global standard
in this area. However, as well as enhancing the
relevance and quality of standalone sustainability
Efficient and productive markets depend on regular
and accurate flows of information. Business leaders
increasingly believe that having a comprehensive
understanding of how they generate value and
the ability to communicate this well is vital for
an effective business strategy. To do so they are
broadening the scope of their reporting structure
to include more than financial information.
The International Integrated Reporting <IR>
Framework will enable businesses to do just
that. With its focus on encouraging integrated
thinking within the business, <IR> leads to a better
communication of value, a better relationship
between the business and its providers of financial
capital and, once it becomes widespread, a more
resilient global economy. It is the IIRC’s mission
for Integrated Reporting to be embedded into
mainstream business practice in the public and
private sectors, and our vision is to make a lasting
contribution to financial stability and sustainable
development, brought about by the adoption
of <IR> as the global corporate reporting norm.
This vision is embodied in the International <IR>
Framework, which was released in December
2013, and we are now entering the phase of
implementation and scaling-up the adoption of
the Framework globally. The Framework brings
technical rigour and cohesion to a process that has
grown organically and through market pressure
over the last few years. It will be used, together

reports, the indicators contained in G4 are also
designed to offer a standard for sustainability information contained in integrated reports. The link
between financial and non-financial performance
can be highlighted in these reports to illustrate
how a company creates (or lessens) value, taking
into account not only its financial worth, but also
the significance of the natural and social assets it
uses. Like the proverbial diamond, an integrated
report has to identify the many facets that make
up a company or organisation. Rather than
presenting a relatively narrow, two-dimensional
financial snapshot of a company’s present and
future, reporting on nonfinancial information is
all about providing business and investors with
a comprehensive, 3-D picture of how sustainable
a company’s business model really is.
This handbook will make an important contribution to future debates about both sustainability
and integrated reporting in South Africa, and the
way in which an organisation’s value is ultimately
judged on how its human, natural and social capital
relates to strategy, performance and prospects.

with practical examples of reporting innovation,
to assist those already on the <IR> journey, as
well as reaching out to those businesses who are
seeking to adopt <IR> for the first time.
South Africa is in a fortunate position through its
pioneering leadership on the journey towards
<IR>. In the recent past, King III set the platform
for companies to start producing an integrated
report, on an “apply or explain basis” since March
2010. I’ve been delighted by the progress made
by South African companies in the absence of a
formal framework to guide them on how to produce
an integrated report. South Africa is a mature
reporting community, which is ably supported
by an appropriate regulatory balance to allow
businesses to be innovative in their approach
towards <IR>.
Publications, such as this book, are vitally important to build the evidence base and contribute
to the uptake of <IR>, which will ultimately lead
to a better, more cohesive reporting landscape.
I am looking forward to future publications that
will continue to highlight best practice and allow
other companies and countries to draw on South
Africa’s leadership and experience.

Paul Druckman

Chief Executive
International Integrated Reporting
Council

